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Editors Note
Have you ever wondered how something out of the ordinary
occurred ? How mysteries were made, but could never truly be
solved? Something greater than what we know is out there, but
only if we believe it to be. Supernatural shows that something is
different, wether it is spirits or magic or anything that we
don't believe to be normal. Supernatural isn't just another word
to describe impossible,
It is impossible.
The extraordinary feature of the term supernatural is that it
varies from person to person. I for one do not believe in magic,
but I do believe in miracles ( which obviously can not be defined
). In every person’s life, something supernatural would have
taken place. It could have been good, it could have been bad. It
even could have been both, but the important matter to take in
hand is the fact that it couldn’t be solved, no matter what.
So this edition, we ask you to believe. Believe in the impossible
and prove that there is something else out there. This edition,
express your thoughts and what you believe in, because after
all, that is all that matters.

The Haunted House Wreck
Article of the month

It all started when Mike lived in the big wreck with his sons.
Their names were Ben and Alfredo. Every night he saw a
shadow on his room wall, so he got scared and moved out
of the wreck.
After that, a person called James moved into the wreck.
The ghost started showing its scary face to James. James
had been writing, when he saw the shadow. The shadow
had become alive and scared James. James fainted and was
brought to the hospital.
James found a book when he came back from the
hospital. He opened the book and suddenly went inside of it.
He saw a house, he went inside, and something or someone
killed him with a knife.
When James was killed, he had a clue, the ghost was a
girl. Mike had been outside of the book. He also opened the
book and went inside. The ghost saw him and did not attack.
Mike had then found out who the ghost was. Mike’s wife
was the ghost! He had an injection that turns ghosts into
humans. With that, he turned his wife back into a human.
Iniyan and Jay

Drawing of the Month

Subramanian VIII - B

Paladins: Champions of the Realm
Game Review
Paladins is a free-to-play first-person shooting game for all age
groups. Paladins was made by Hi-Rez Studios, the creators of
SMITE and Tribes. It is a multiplatform game which consists of an
array of champions that a player can pick while playing the game.
All Paladin heroes are original and have been made from scratch,
by a team of designers and artists.
Paladins was opened to its BETA phase on
September 16, 2016 for PC and opened to its BETA phase for
consoles, like Xbox One and PlayStation 4 on May 3, 2017.
The game has multiple gamemodes like Siege, Payload, Onslaught
and Test maps. The most popular gamemode that is used in
competitions is Siege. In Paladins, there are multiple roles to play.
Players choose there roles according to their playstyle. The roles
are Frontline, Flank, Damage and Support.
Paladins is one of those games that is difficult at
the beginning, but as you start to progress, it becomes relatively
easy to win. This particular game relies on teamwork and strategy.
All champions have contrasting cards to choose from. Another
quite impressive feature is the fact that ‘items’ can be purchased
during a game. These items help you, by making it easier for you
to eliminate your adversary.

Paladins uses simple graphics, and this makes it
possible for most computers to run the game, without the
character teleporting here and there.
Paladins is currently one of the best games
and is mostly played by teenagers, including those
in our school. Paladins is still in its BETA phase, so all of us
can expect the game to only become better as time progresses.

Pixel 2 and Reverse Paralasys
Tech Section

Google shocks the
world with its new release
: Pixel 2
Google has packed Pixel 2 with all the new features you need.
The Pixel 2 comes with the new 8.0.0 Oreo OS and with the top
of the line Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 processor for fast
processing.
It is also waterproof, so don’t worry if it falls into the swimming
pool. The phone has the highest rated smart-phone camera and
unlimited data storage for photos and videos in original quality, like
its predecessor. It has a rear 12.2 MP and front 8 MP camera
for high quality photos. The Pixel 2 also comes with “Google
Lens”, a handy app that gives you information about buildings,
books, movies, albums and artwork just by
looking at it. Wondering what song is playing at the store? The
Pixel 2 immediately recognizes the song and displays it on the
screen, alongside with the singer. Now, the
Google Assistant can be accessed much more easily by
squeezing the phone. It comes in 2 sizes ( Normal and XL) and
in 3 colors ( Just Black, Clearly White, and Kinda Blue).

Reversing Paralysis

Scientists have found a way to allow paralyzed people to move
again, using electrodes in the brain and spinal cord. The French
neuro-scientist, Gregoire Courtine, is the head of the project to find
a cure for paralysis. He tested this by injuring a monkey and
paralyzing his leg. Courtine then implanted the device in the
monkey&#39;s brain, and with success, he could walk again! The
scientists then took it one step further, by implanting the device
into a quadriplegic (a person who cannot move his or her limbs).
The device consisted of 2 recording devices, made of silicon,
which was smaller than a postage stamp. They also implanted 16
fine electrodes into the muscles and spine. The man was able to
move again. Scientists are now making plans to print the
electrodes onto rubbery strips that can extend and flex as our
muscles do. The printing of the strips will be monitored and executed
by a wide range of people, from scientists toSwiss watchmakers.
The device will be mass marketed in 10 to 15 years, and will
becomea very common tech between normal people.

Comics!
Garfield's Comics

Miss Perengrine’s home
for peculiar children
Movie Review

Have you ever felt odd? Like, you just don’t fit amongst the
‘perfect prototypes’ of the society? That is exactly what this
movie is about; to have the ability to embrace your
weirdness, or rather your uniqueness.
This film, expertly directed by Tim Burton with his usual
hypnotizing visuals and enchanting narration, follows Jake’s
spine- tingling quest to find the truth of a secret refuge. The
movie explores complex themes of life, including the battle against the
overwhelming yearning to belong and endless courage for friends. It
takes you through alternate realities and also plunges the
audience, right into the heart of it.
This imaginary world, is similar to a looking
glass, through which the audience
will most likely find a reflection of
themselves and what they experience in
their every day life.
The movie has portrayed, in its own
appealing way, that being different doesn't
make you a misfit – it makes you unique
and beautiful in your own way.

Other remarkable movies by Tim Burton
Alice in wonderland,
Edward Scissorhands,
Big Fish,
Batman,
Planet of the apes,
Charlie and the chocolate factory
Frankenweenie.

Fact:

This star-spangled movie is a book adaptation. The
author Ransom Rigg's sole inspiration to write the book, was from
a collection of real vintage photos taken, each one providing an
idea creepier than the one before.

How Music Influences
Scary Movies
Music Section

When you hear the word ‘music’ , you might think of you
classical, pop or rock. What you don’t realize is that the type
of music you listen to can change your mood, or make you feel
a certain way. If you like to run or exercise, you might listen
to upbeat music to get yourself in an energetic mood. In the
same way, when you’re watching a horror/thriller movie the
music will influence the vibes you get from the scene.
Watching a scary movie with the sound turned all the way
down, won’t give you the same effect.

Examples:
1. IT
2. Insidious

3. Jaws
4. Scary Movie

5. Conjuring

Popular Songs Now:
1. Call it What You Want - Taylor Swif

11. So Much More Than This;

2. Feel it Still- Portugal the Man

Grace Vanderwaal

3. Wolves- Selina Gomez ft. MARSHMELLO

12. Bedroom Floor; Liam Payne

4. Let me go; Hailee Steinfeld, Alesso ft.

13. Harry Styles

Florida Georgia Line

14. Out Loud; Gabbie Hanna

5. Find You; Nick Jonas

15. Dive; Ed Sheeran

Top 3 Sports In the world
sports section

Sports are a very big part of many peoples lives.
There are a lucky few who get to play sports professionally.
Lots of kids are inspired by athletic people and games like the
Olympics, Paralympics, etc., A countless number of people are
galvanized by Gabby Douglas, an American Olympic gymnast.
For example, my role model is the phenomenal Victoria Arlen.
She was diagnosed with two rare conditions known as
transverse myelitis and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
at the age of 11. Due to her illness, Victoria was not able to
walk, eat, speak, or move for nearly four years otherwise
known as a vegetative state. In 2010, Arlen started to regain
her abilities. Later on due to her determination and
persistence, she broke records in the 2012 Paralympic trials in
the category of swimming. And in 2016 she made a nearly full
recovery and regained movement in her legs. Now, she is on
the famous American television show called Dancing With The
Stars.
Three of the most popular sports in the world are
soccer, basketball, and tennis. Soccer is the number one most
popular sport with over 4 billion fans. With its combination of
adrenaline-pumping excitement, man-on-man aggression, and
tough competition, it’s really no wonder it comes on top.

There
are many controversies about players and teams in soccer, for
instance, the “rivalry” between Lionel Messi and Cristiano
Ronaldo. Soccer was invented in England, in the mid-19th
century.
Basketball is the second most popular sport on the
globe with over 1 billion fans. Basketball draws a huge
following with more than 200 nations competing against each
other. Basketball was invented in Springfield, Massachusetts,
USA in 1891.
Tennis is the third most popular sport on the earth
with around 1 billion fans. Tennis was first played in the
Olympics in 1896 and then removed in 1924. In 1988 it was
re-added to the Olympics as a real event. Tennis has been part
of the Paralympic Games since 1992. Most believe tennis
originated in Northern France in the 12th century. Soccer,
basketball, and tennis are the top 3 most popular sports
watched, but there are many other sports which interest the
people just as much.

Magnus Chase and the ship of
the Dead
Book Review

Loki, the trickster god, is free from his chains. Now he is readying
Naglfar, the Ship of the Dead, armed with a host of giants and
zombies, to sail against the Norse gods and
begin the final battle of Ragnarok. It's up to Magnus Chase and his
friends to stop Loki's plans, but to do so they will have to sail
across the oceans of Midgard, Jotunheim and Niflheim in a
desperate race to reach Naglfar before it's ready to sail on
Midsummer's Day. In the process of stopping Loki, Magnus must
find a magical mead that will either allow Magnus to defeat Loki,
the silver tonged God, in a battle of words or destroy him entirely.
In the battle though, if Magnus is defeated by Loki, he will be
reduced to the shadows and will suffer in Helium, while Ragnarok
will end all life in the 9 worlds.
The book was extremely exciting and vastly entertaining. Once
again, Rick Riordan has managed to combine the modern era with
one of the greatest mythologies yet, the Norse. Personally, I would
say this is one of best works of art and has gone beyond
the expectations or the readers.The most important thing which
was enjoyable was the fact that so many new characters were
featured in this book and the storyline changed so many times,
keeping the suspense high.

Even at the end, the twists never stopped. The
new characters introduced in this book really changed the course
of this book. This wondrous book was hilarious, mysterious and
action packed. I would recommend this book for young readers,
especially those who can cope up with the gods.

Quizzes and Word Search:
Can you deduce the names of the Harry potter Characters from
the clues given and find them in the word search?
1. He-Who- Must-Not- Be-Named
2. Had an obsession with firing Albus Dumbledore
3. The quidiliest
4. The Auror who inspired Harry to become one
5. The one who destroyed the last Horcrux
6. She was in love so much, her patronus changed
7. The only Marauder who wasn’t an animagus
8. Probably the best at wizard chess at Hogwarts
9. Loves to keep all creatures as pets
10. One of the very few good hearted Slytherins
11. The first in his family to be a Gryffindor
12. Founder of the Order of the Phoenix

13. Intensely happy to torture any one who crosses her
14. A free elf
15. Loves to collect ceramic cat plates and invent instruments of
torture
16. A pure blood who despises half bloods
17. One of the most notorious Gryffindor beater
18. Last of the Weasley children
19. The boy who lived
20. Was Harry’s gift for his 11 th birthday
21. Her hobbies are Reading and campaigning for Elves' rights

MILO – HSS IVITATIONAL CUP 2017
- TIPS FC
A Proud Moment For TIPS
TIPS FC is now a brand in itself as it makes its mark beyond
borders! Our very own TIPS CBE /TIPS FC foot ball team
,participated in the MILO –HSS IVITATIONAL CUP 2017 held in
Henveyru Ground Maldives ,organized by Club Maldives in
corporate by Hulhumale Sports school from 26th November to
28th November
Milo International cup 2017 ,is a tournament focused for under 14
boys in which 14 teams across Maldieves,India and Srilanka took
part. It was the very first version of its kind in Maldives with
the primary objective of opening doors to young talents across
the globe. .
TIPS FC ,the only team from India, was in Group B along with
their counter parts , Srilanka Manchester United Academy-White,
Early Touch Foot ball academy(ETFA),Hulhumale’s ports school and
Maldives Soccer Veterans Association.The tournament had 3
rounds, the League Matches, the semi-finals then the finals

Team Members:
1)

Selva Krithik SivaKumar

2)

Albin Biswas

3)

Morganen Paramasiven

4)

Thashakkriv Neelash

5)

Viswerwaran Karthikeyan

6)

Sathyan Pon Murugan

7)

Nathan Grace

8)

Trevor Daniel

9)

Naval Agarwal

10)

Param Jain

11)

Adhvik Kamesh

12)

Ashwin

13)

Raunak

14)

Nitesh

15)

Dhiraj Prabhakar

Team Manager: Mr.Sounder,
Coach :Mr.Edison Kulandairaj.

Match Highlights
4 League matches were played, out of which TIPS FC won 3, and
was qualified for the semi finals .Advik won the Man of the match
in the first 2 matches and Dhiraj in the 3rd.In the semifinals, TIPS
FC beat the Srilankan Team MAZIA of group A with an
impressive score of 4-2.Param bagged the Man of the match
award.Adhvik received the award from the First Lady of Maldives
herself!

Final match28th -ETFA vs TIPS FC :
Highlights
The final match was quite eventful witnessing heavy rains, and a
vibrant home crowd cheering hysterically! Nine players from both
the teams vociferously went on head to head battle in the dramatic
weather. Early in the game ETFA scored their 1st goal. TIPS FC
with spirits high,kept the battle tough and scored a goal. Just
before half time, the ETFA marched on the lead with 2 goals.
The second half was filled with strong counters from TIPS FC
however ETFA with their historic goal, won the match with the
final score of ETFA 3-TIPS FC 1.

Our Victories
TIPS FC stands gracefully as the runners–up wearing a badge of
pride and carriying the determination to make a win once again!.
Advik was Awarded the Best Midfielder Award making TIPS FC
truly proud. Backed by an able coach Mr.Edison ,the manger
Mr.Sounder and TIPS Team’s prayers ,we are winners all the
way!.

1)

Adhvik Kamesh –Man of the Match (TIPS FC vs
Manchester United White Srilanka)

2)

Adhvik Kamesh - Man of the Match (TIPS FC vs ETFA)

3)

Dhiraj Prabhakar –Man of the Match (TIPS FC vs HSS)

4)

Param Jain - Man of the Match Semi finals (TIPS FC
vc MAZIYA)
5)
6)

Adhvik –Best Midfielder Award.
Dhiraj Prabhakar-Best Youngest Player.

Comments
Param : “It was a wonderful experience winning the man of the
match.I felt very emotional when I was receiving the award.I thought
of my parents and felt a great sense of gratitude for making me
what I am today”
Adhivk : I am too happy and excited,I cant believe I have won 3
tropies.The best part was when I was receiving the award from the
First Lady of Maldieves.It was awesome.I felt very honoured.I promise
to continue making TIPS and my parents proud at every given
opportunity
Dheeraj : I had lots of fun in Maldieves.I made new friends .I was
everybody’s pet as I was the youngest.I felt very happy receiving
the Man of the Match.It feels great to be a part of this whole
show.
Sounder (Team Manager) : “ At TIPS,we never ask our players to
think about competition,they bring competetiveness to the table,Its part
of their culture and that’s what makes them real winners”
Edison Kulandhairaj (Coach) : “ We never focus only on winning.We
don’t put pressure on our players.We help them realize their
potential and guide them on employing best winning strategies.Thats
all.Our boys are natural stars”

Agustus Sage
Students of grade 6 get food processed

The students of grade 6 visited the Mayilmark company for a field
trip on Friday, 13 October 2017

Students of grade 7 get manufactured

The students of grade 7 went on a field trip on Wednesday, 11
October 2017 to the Ozone product manufacturing company.

Students of MYP aim for the hoops

Students of MYP had their basketball fest on 14 October 2017.
The students of every team showed great enthusiasm.

Students of TIPS shine in competitions

A group of students from TIPS won awards in competitions outside
of the campus. Arun Venkat Guruswamy a very talented tennis
player from grade 10 won the All India Tennis Association
Tournament, that was held at the Levo sports academy in
Coimbatore from 13 October to 21 October 2017. Shreya K and
Ruthikriba both very talented badminton players of grade 9 won
awards for winning in the semi-final rounds of the 6 Feathers
Badminton Tournament held in Coimbatore.

Grade 10 have begun their IGCSE exams

The IGCSE examination for the students of Grade 10 commenced
on Tuesday 3, October 2017.

Agustus Sage
Grade 8 face their model Checkpoint Exams

The students of grade 8 attended their 3rd model checkpoint
begun on Tuesday, 3 October
2017.

Grade 8 face their main exams (Checkpoint)

The students of grade 8 after great preperation and strong
mental state face their Checkpoint
examinations begun on Monday, 9 October 2017.

Parents of students grade 6 to 9 come to school

The SLC for grades 6 to 9 was held on Tuesday, 17 October
2017. The students summarized heir understanding of what they
have been learning to their parents using both physical forms
like charts to using softwares like PPT's to present their
understanings. After the SLC parents meet up with their
wards teachers to recieve feedback and advice for their
wards.

SA time for students of grade 6 and 7

The first summative assessment for grades 6 and 7 finally
arrived on Monday, 30 October 2017.
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